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Introduction
This specification has been operational for two years, and on the evidence of candidates’ performance
on this unit, centres have prepared well for it. The theme of this unit – change and progress –
anticipates that candidates will have knowledge and understanding of a fast-changing, technological
world and the problems visited on humanity as a result of change. It has always been an expectation
that candidates will appreciate that evidence for an argument may be strong or weak, and that when
arguing that they need to make this clear. In essays and long answers on this paper, many candidates
do make the nature of evidence explicit, but fewer go on to explain how this strengthens or weakens
an argument. Nevertheless, this is progress. This paper expected an understanding of forms of moral
reasoning (Q2 and Q7), and the application of that reasoning to modern issues. Section A dealt with,
as recent events turned out, a highly topical issue – riots and crowd control. It was therefore a little
surprising that very little reference was made to the student grant disturbances. Where appropriate,
answers were usually restricted to the G8/G20 riots and the now very historical poll tax riots,
probably because they were referenced in the source. Section B was on the impact of technology
on our lives, and elicited a good response on the whole. In both sections, answers to the longer
last question were an improvement on previous sessions because candidates were making better
evaluations of their evidence, although there are still too many answers which paraphrase the source.
The last section offered two essays – one which was presumed to allow a response which might
include personal experience of education, and the other on a global problem with local resonance.
Understandably, the former was twice as popular. Both elicited some excellent answers, and even the
poorer made worthwhile points.
Very few candidates left an item blank, which is a distinct improvement on previous sessions. Also
there were very many fewer facetious responses and the general impression was of a paper to which
candidates felt they could respond in a worthwhile way.
Answers are frequently spoiled in their presentation by careless and untidy writing. The examples
provided in this report may give a false overall impression of this since we have chosen them to be
clear so that the content can be easily read and understood.
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Question 1
This question asked candidates to consider the motives of the media in sensational reporting of
crowd behaviour, referred to in the source. The most obvious scoring point, and used in a majority of
answers, was that news like this will provide spectacular headlines and photos, which will attract the
public's attention, resulting in better sales. Many candidates were unable to go much beyond this - the
most common further responses usually related to newspapers raising an awareness of problems in
crowd behaviour. Very few talked about "moral panics" or mentioned political motivation or pressure.
Surprisingly few candidates referred to the recent student demonstrations. The question discriminated
quite well, but rather few candidates obtained the maximum mark.

Examiner Comments
This answer covered three marking points. Besides the common answer
on selling more papers, the candidate has considered the issue that
arises from crowd behaviour - police actions. The final point mentions
the media's role in trying to prevent antisocial or dangerous behaviour.
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Examiner Comments
This answer illustrates one of the most common faults in candidates'
answers - when in doubt, paraphrase or copy out sentences from the
source. For all three responses, the answer consists of a perfectly
correct paraphrase from the source, but which does not constitute a
reason or motive for media reporting. It is possible that the candidate
thinks that media motives can be inferred from the extracts, but this is
a fundamental mistake.

Examiner Tip
Examination technique is needed here. The
candidate should identify the key words - "reasons",
"exploit" and "idea of the rampaging crowd". Once
this is done, at least one reason becomes apparent.
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Question 2
Few candidates explained what they understood by a "moral issue", although in most cases, it was
correctly implied. By far the most common response was a reference to the loss of privacy and/
or infringement of human rights. "Big Brother" was a frequent mention, but it was not always clear
whether the reference was to Orwell's or Channel 4's incarnation. After that, there was surprisingly
little consideration of some of the contentious aspects of police use of CCTV. Very few candidates,
it seemed, knew that the police made their own recordings, most thought the question was about
fixed street cameras (although, of course, recordings made by these can be used by the authorities if
necessary). Only a minority of candidates made anything of the positive aspects - although a few said
that they didn't mind being filmed, since they were never breaking the law.
The question discriminated well, but very few candidates obtained full marks

Examiner Comments
This is a good answer, gaining all the marks.

Examiner Tip
However, the answer would be improved if the
issues were identified through bullet points.
Continuous prose is all very well, but not essential.
Even when split into two paragraphs, the examiner
has to interpret the answer and would find it easier
to give credit if the moral issues were stated or
listed - for example, the use of CCTV cameras is
essential in protecting the public from criminal
behaviour, hence morally right.
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Examiner Comments
This answer illustrates a common fault - not appearing to address the
question. At least one moral issue should be stated/discussed. Here
there is a hint - " the crowd may not be doing anything wrong" - but the
straightforward question that has to be answered is - "Are the police
doing right/wrong?"

Examiner Tip
Show candidates how to identify the key phrase
"moral issue", and consequently directly tackle the
question.
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Examiner Comments
Although not specifically listed or numbered, this
answer clearly lays out three moral issues.
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Question 3
Many candidates were able to gain at least one or two marks for this question by saying that a
comparative situation was necessary, and with some indication of controlling the variables. In this
context a scientific approach is difficult. Anyone trying to investigate this problem has to identify and
measure how commonly considerate behaviour has been expected in the past, and candidates rarely
mentioned this. Many queries about this arise (whose expectations, what constitutes considerate
behaviour, etc) and higher scoring candidates were able to score by commenting on just one or two of
these. Generally candidates have a better appreciation of how such a question should be tackled, and
more than an inkling of how scientific methods might be used in behavioural problems, than they have
shown in past papers.However, this question did not discriminate well - a large majority of candidates
gained up to half the marks.

Examiner Comments
While this is a perfectly sound piece of writing, it does not begin to
answer the question. It paraphrases some of the evidence provided in
the source, reﬂecting the candidate's underlining of the last half of
the stem of the question. The key command requirement - "outline the
information you would need to collect" - has been ignored.

Examiner Tip
The candidate is advised always to identify the
command words and phrases in the question.
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Examiner Comments
This coherently written answer covers three major points from the
mark scheme - setting up a comparative situation, measuring crowd
behaviours, interviewing individuals with an objective. It only narrowly
misses a fourth marking point.
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Question 4
Answers generally achieved at least one or two marks – usually along the lines that “increased
tolerance in larger societies is a good thing”. Many candidates described the benefits of transport
and services well. Overcrowding was seen as the main drawback of urban living. A small number of
candidates did not read the question and compared contemporary rural and urban settlements; others
were unclear about the timeline for example implying pre industrial phones.
A common failure was not making explicit what is understood by “progress” – a key concept in this
unit. Although answers commonly made an implicit assumption that things get better, they needed to
show how an improvement in the human condition is achieved.
The question discriminated well, and higher scoring candidates were able to access the upper mark
range.

Examiner Comments
A rather simple, but common kind of answer - larger groups can improve
social conditions, exemplified by hygiene (water supply implied) and
social order.
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Examiner Comments
An almost complete answer - including an explanation of the meaning of
progress.
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Question 5

Although this question produced better answers than long answers assessing AO2 and AO3 in
previous sessions, the form of the answer needs greater attention. Many candidates at higher levels
questioned the evidence in a sensible way, but too many make a woolly reference to the claim.
Restating the claim at the start of the answer would help the candidate to acquire the relevant
evidence from the passage. When using evidence, answers often classified it as belief, opinion or fact,
but then did not make the value of it explicit.
The range of total marks obtained for this question was very broad and provided very good
discrimination between candidates.
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Examiner Comments
The selection of evidence in this answer is comprehensive, gaining 4
marks for AO2. While the nature of the evidence is referred to, the
authority for it is not described or evaluated and therefore the highest
level for AO3 is not achieved. The writing is well organised and clear,
and the organisation of the piece is good. The few modifications
and amendments do not detract from the writing and the quality of
communication is therefore good.
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Examiner Comments
A weak answer that does at least utilise extracts from the source, for
an AO2 mark of 2. There is virtually no attempt to assess the nature
and worth of the evidence, so that only 1 mark is possible for AO3. The
writing is very clear, though brief, and the English good. It earns the
communication mark of 3.
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Question 6
There were many responses along the lines of ‘artistic creativity is when someone creatively tries to
make something in an artistic way’. A minority of candidates failed to mention the production of an
artefact/abstraction and the personal nature of artistic creativity. However, many answers gained two
marks; the commonest omission was not extending the explanation with an example, or by discussing
Asimov’s creativity.
Overall this question provided rather weaker discrimination, although the higher scoring candidates
did tend to score 2 or 3, as opposed to the lower, with 1 or 2.

Examiner Comments
This answer struggles to define originality, but nothing related to artistic
endeavour.

Examiner Comments
This answer illustrates the key points - a nearly adequate description
of artistic creativity, with the personal aspect clearly implied, and an
extension into the work of Asimov as an example
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Question 7
Few responses addressed moral reasoning in an acceptable way. Centres should perhaps provide
more adequate preparation in this area. It appeared to be only those candidates with a background
in philosophy and ethics or religious studies who gained the marks available, even though moral
reasoning appears in several places in the General Studies specification. A fundamental issue – can you
apply moral reasoning based on human experience to the actions of robots which are after all devices
constructed by humans? – was side-stepped by many candidates.
The question discriminated well - most of more able candidates scored half marks or better, at the
other end, most candidates scored zero or 1.

Examiner Comments
This answer shows a good understanding of natural law and is able to
extend the notion to the robotics laws.
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Examiner Comments
Although a very brief, weak answer the candidate has a simple moral
precept - humans must not harm each others, and is just worth one
mark.
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Question 8
Many candidates did well on this question and showed good understanding of the qualities of
intelligent weapons. Only about half defined their terms of reference, or referred to intelligence in
the most general way. Most however linked their response to the passage and there was a general
consensus that any machine was only as intelligent as its creator and/or operator. . However, some
responded by saying ‘weapons can’t be intelligent because they hurt/kill people”, or by confusing
intelligence with power as in '”a nuclear bomb is more intelligent than an ordinary bomb because it
kills more people”.
At the lower end, candidates struggled to get one mark, at the other a majority gained 2 or 3.

Examiner Comments
This answer covers the major points of the mark scheme, and clearly
demonstrates how a programmed weapon is intelligent in only the
most limited way. It could be improved by attention to the meaning of
"intelligence" as the candidate takes an understanding of this as read.
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Examiner Comments
A brief answer that shows the candidate has an appreciation of artificial
intelligence and that this is applicable to weapons. It gains two marks.
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Question 9
Many candidates included references to cost, cost-effectiveness or "doing people out of jobs".
References to these issues were not credited because they could be given as an answer in almost any
form - "robots are too expensive to make", or "robot are cheap and cost effective", or, commonly,"they
do humans out of a job". Since all such comments are highly speculative and could be presented
as both benefits and drawbacks, they were not credited.
A few candidates missed the end of the question ("in caring for the elderly") and consequently
answered the question in general terms. They may have referred to the benefits of technology or
robots to humanity in general, in which case marks were awarded for points in the scheme which were
clearly related - for example, failures in technology such as malfunctions or power cuts.
This question also discriminated well, very few in the upper range scored less than two marks, and at
the other the great majority gained up to and including 2.

Examiner Comments
This is an example of a very good answer - all the points match almost
exactly those on the mark scheme
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Examiner Comments
This answer makes one point in varied ways. The two benefits mentioned
overlap, and can only be credited with one mark. The drawbacks are
similar, but do not add up to a point on the mark scheme - after all it is
hardly a drawback of technology itself if people don't wish to, or won't
use what is available.
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Question 10
This question required an interpretation of the term "justifiable". Many candidates gained full marks
on this question, as they, correctly, pointed out that there was evidence that computers in the past
could do more limited things than modern computers. The second statement is a prediction of the
future, about which one can only speculate. A small minority of candidates tried to justify the second
statement by saying that it is obviously not possible for a computer to do this, for example, because
robots didn't have arms or legs so how could they possibly play football. Many candidates, however,
made quite appropriate references to a need for objective evidence, quantifiable data and
appropriate measurements.
The question provided poor discrimination as the great majority of candidates gained two marks.

Examiner Comments
A good, complete answer, similar to many candidates who picked out the
impossibility of "proving" a future event.
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Examiner Comments
This answer failed to score because the candidate has not appreciated
the nature of the evidence required. The answer focusses on the fact
that there is a computer that is "the most powerful", but does not
compare its power with those in the past.
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Question 11
Responses were similar in many respects to Q5, as, although answers identified evidence from the
source, very few responses were truly evaluative. Most candidate lifted exemplars from the passage,
the best commented on their worth.
Although many answers equated robots with computers, this was overlooked in the marking. Many
appeared horrified at the prospect of robots taking over the care of their elderly relatives. A
considerable number took the view that robots in the form of PCs and mobile phones had already
become an essential part of our lives although they did recognise that these were not the type of
robots envisaged in the passage. Some discerning candidates pointed to the fact that the image
of robots as friendly butlers/slaves was somewhat dated and that research in robotics had taken a
different direction, describing industrial applications. Somewhat surprisingly none mentioned their
military applications especially with mines and other explosive devices, etc. This of course was not in
the passage but it could be linked to their increasing usefulness.
The question provided a good range of marks, and discriminated well.
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Examiner Comments
This illustrates a well-balanced answer, although the common fault,
of not commenting on the relative value of opinion, belief and fact in
supporting an argument is not at the highest level, is evident.
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Examiner Comments
Although apparently well-written, this answer becomes weak at several
points, and strays into uncertain territory. It draws on some information
in the source, but in the last paragraph becomes very difficult to
understand - "..as the data reaches back to 1920, it can question the
existence of robots."
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Question 12
Although the less popular essay, it drew many passionate responses. There were some very broad
definitions of ‘slave’: wage, fashion, sweatshop, sex trafficking, illegal immigrants and the subjects
of totalitarian regimes, all of which were justified and acceptable. It was less common for the answer
to address effectively the more difficult idea – is slavery less evident in the modern world? It was
generally assumed that slavery was widespread if you accepted these broad definitions. The role of
international organisations was rarely commented on. Higher scoring essays did consider the African
slave trade, and Britain’s role in previous centuries, in an attempt to assess its previous extent. There
were several essays of distinction.
The total marks provided a very good discrimination between candidates - at the lower end the
majority scored between 8 and 17, at the upper, between 17 and 25.
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Examiner Comments
A well-written, comprehensive essay. The weakest aspect is the lack of
evaluation of the evidence used, although it is clear that the candidate
is referring to historical sources. It is redeemed in this respect by
reﬂection on the nature of slavery then and now, and whether we have
enough evidence to make the judgement. The candidate is not aware of
some African countries where old-fashioned slavery is still practised.
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Examiner Comments
This is a well presented short essay. The major fault is that it is onesided - it states a position about slavery in relation to sweat-shops, and
some evidence about that, but little else. As a result it falls into level 2
for AO1 and AO2.
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Question 13
This essay was the most popular but frequently the responses were stereotyped. If education
was defined it was usually in a very narrow sense and a small minority only took a wider view
and considered differing views on education past and present. Most answers focused on common
curriculum, strict uniform rules and draconian teachers. Apparently they still exist and repeatedly
stiﬂe the creativity of their students. This was a stimulating question for those still in the educational
system, and although some answers from candidates were quite ‘passionate’ most responses did at
least manage to maintain a balance of opinions. The idea of a standard citizen was often glossed over,
or simply ignored. Some students with knowledge of sociology adopted a Marxist approach, addressing
the notion of the hidden curriculum and the role of education in reproducing the relations of
production of capitalism. Many discussed the role of education in encouraging originality and produce
people with the skills needed; very few tackled the ‘restrict dissent’ aspect as well.
The marks provided a good discrimination between candidates, at the lower end most total scores
were between 9 and 18, and at the other between 17 and 25.
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Examiner Comments
Quite a wide range of evidence is brought forward, from different
sources. The argument is reasonably described, and the candidate draws
an unsurprising conclusion. The essay is free of sociological dogma, and
considers the effects on students in a sympathetic manner. A reasonable
lower level 4 answer for AO1 and AO2
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Examiner Comments
Unfortunately an essay that has not been finished in time (these
are relatively rare, although some candidates may rush to draw a
conclusion). This is a low level 2 answer, and hardly any discussion of
evidence is here.
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This paper was successful in producing a wide range of responses from the candidates, reﬂecting
the range of ability taking it. The questions attracted relevant and thoughtful replies on matters
of considerable importance. There are, however, some more mundane points that would repay the
attention of teachers and candidates.
1. There are some technical terms that candidates should know, but with which too few are totally
familiar. These are referenced in the AS Student book, and in the amplification sections of the
specification. They include forms of knowledge, types of argument and moral reasoning. It is good
that these terms are better known now than in the past, but teachers need to stress them vigorously
with their students. They are particularly important in questions where candidates are asked to
justify or evaluate an argument or assertion, or to recognise the form(s) of argument employed in a
source.
2. Examination technique in identifying the key command words in the question. Some candidates
read a question as though it is asking for a restatement or paraphrase of the source. The only time
when this is an expectation is when the candidate is asked to identify particular phrases or a sentence
from the source explicitly.
3. Some essays and long answers would benefit from clearer paragraphing. It would be repetitious to
ask for better handwriting, but the truth is that the presentation of too many candidates' work leaves
a lot to be desired.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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